**Student Text**

**Classical Pronunciation Guide**

- **Consonants:** The sound of *ph* should be /f/.

**Teacher Manual**

**Lesson 2**

- **Grammar - Chalk Talk:** The "FYI" should refer to page 106 instead of page 108.

**Lesson 3**

- **Latin Saying:** In the inset *Student Text*, the Latin word *umbra* should be spelled *umbrā* with a macron here and in Lessons 6 and 13 (inset *Student Text*), and in the Latin Sayings Appendix (*Teacher Manual*).

**Lesson 19**

- **Vocabulary, Derivatives:** *Octogon* (5th row) should be spelled *octagon*.

**Lesson 27**

- **Grammar - Chalk Talk:** In the class exercise, the dictionary form of *pater* (1st row) should be *pater patris*.

**Classical Pronunciation Guide**

- **Consonants:** The sound of *ph* should be /f/. 